Write a hyperbolic sentence using each idea below.

Example: very hungry

Matt was so hungry he could eat a horse.

1) extremely loud

2) to inspire or motivate

3) very thirsty

4) very cute

5) very heavy

6) for a long time

7) to know a lot about something

8) very expensive
Hyperbole

Write a hyperbolic sentence using each idea below. (Answers may vary.)

Example: very hungry

Matt was so hungry he could eat a horse.

1) extremely loud

We heard an ear-splitting shriek.

2) to inspire or motivate

Mrs. Brown gave wings to the dull student.

3) very thirsty

She was dying of thirst.

4) very cute

My dog is the cutest thing on earth.

5) very heavy

The book weighs a ton.

6) for a long time

We haven’t met for ages.

7) to know a lot about something

Mom knows everything about cars.

8) very expensive

The new shoes cost me an arm and a leg.